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TSH Grill Screens
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

1.0 Description
Grill Screens are commonly used for removal or
clean on grills.

2.0 Intended Use
Used on hot grills to remove food particles and to
restore the original shine. Fast cleaning action
leaves no mess on the grill.
Tough aluminum oxide abrasive eliminates the
toughest burnt – on foods. Open mesh screen resist
clogging.

3.0 Construction
This abrasive screen is made of rayon and has been
treated with aluminum oxide.

4.0 Packaging and Marking
20 screens pack in shrink wrap film
10 packs per case
Labeling is to clearly identify product and quantity.
ACS brand or private label is available for this
product.

5.0 Directions for Use
1.- Remove cooking grates and set them in warm 
soapy water to soak.
2.- Fill a small bucket or pan with warm soapy 
water.
3.- If it's a charcoal grill then remove the coal grate
and brush out the inside
4.- If it's a gas grill, remove briquettes, lava rocks or 
metal flame shield to expose burner. 
5.- Clean out ash and residue from around burner, 
careful to make sure the burner is in place when 
you are done.
6.-Use a stiff wire brush and a little soapy water to 
gently scrub the inside surfaces of the grill.    
7.- Remove any particles from grill and reassemble.
8.- If gas, brush off briquettes or lava rocks or wash 
metal flame shield in warm soapy water.  

7.0 Properties

Property Value
Test 

Method

Weight 9 grams
(Tolerance +/- 1 grs)

D46111-93

Tensile
Strength

8lb/sp in min D46112-93

Size 4” x 5-1/2” ---

Color Black ---

8.0 Ordering Item Numbers
20-682TSH Pack: 10/20

9.0 Environmental commitment & Quick Facts
- Tough aluminum oxide abrasive particles provide 
fast cleaning action.

- ACS is certified in ISO 9001:2008

- Plant is operating under PROFEPA environmental
regulations.

Note: Due to the properties of the material  and variable conditions of use, there may be variations in the specifications. Please contact ACS with any questions about the product.
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9. - Remove cooking grates from water and brush
clean with the wire brush.
10.- Coat inside surfaces and cooking grates with
cooking oil or spray.
11.- Put grates back on grill.
12. - Allow the whole grill to air dry.
13.- Allow an extra five minutes of heating time
the next time you grill to make sure any cleaning
residue has burner off.

6.0 Product Care
Wash screen after use for longer life.


